This paper is a facsimile of another having the same title and published in the AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets (Vol. 47, No. 6, November-December 2010, pp. 994-1002) with two exceptions. First, any post-publication errata perceived by the authors are corrected. Second, color figures and tables present in initial drafts of this paper have been restored, requiring some modifications to associated explanatory text.
Nomenclature a = near-Earth object heliocentric orbit semi-major axis, astronomical units a A = maximum heliocentric semi-major axis of a spacecraft Earth departure trajectory with energy C3 X , km or astronomical units a P = minimum heliocentric semi-major axis of a spacecraft Earth departure trajectory with energy C3 X , km or astronomical units C3 = spacecraft geocentric Earth departure energy (equivalent to v HE 2 ), km 2 /s 2 C3 X = maximum C3 launch vehicle capability for a spacecraft of minimum mass (45.2 mT), km 2 /s 2 e = near-Earth object heliocentric orbit eccentricity e A = eccentricity of a spacecraft heliocentric elliptical orbit with apses r A € × r M e P = eccentricity of a spacecraft heliocentric elliptical orbit with apses r M € × r P I SP = propulsive specific impulse, s i = near-Earth object heliocentric orbit inclination on the epoch J2000.0 ecliptic plane, deg i X = spacecraft maximum attainable i after C3 X is depleted by Δv, deg p = near-Earth object heliocentric orbit semi-latus rectum, km or astronomical units r A = aphelion distance of a spacecraft Earth departure trajectory with semi-major axis a A , km or astronomical units r EPO = geocentric radius of a circular Earth parking orbit, km r M = spacecraft reference heliocentric distance at Earth departure (1 astronomical unit or 149,597,870.691 km [3] ) r MIN = nominal (best-estimate) near-Earth object minimum geocentric distance during an encounter with Earth, astronomical units r P = perihelion distance of a spacecraft Earth departure trajectory with semi-major axis a P , km or astronomical units v E = spacecraft heliocentric speed in the ecliptic plane at Earth departure, km/s v EI = geocentric spacecraft Earth return trajectory speed at 121.92 km height (approximate entry interface) above a spherical Earth of radius 6378.136 km [3] , km/s v HE = geocentric spacecraft asymptotic hyperbolic excess speed as Earth's gravitational sphere of influence is departed, km/s v M = heliocentric circular orbit speed at r M , km/s v MIN = near-Earth object geocentric speed at the r MIN encounter epoch, km/s v R = near-Earth object heliocentric radial velocity component at heliocentric distance r M , km/s v T = near-Earth object heliocentric tangential velocity component at heliocentric distance r M , km/s ΔT = spacecraft round-trip mission duration, days Δv = heliocentric velocity difference magnitude between a near-Earth object crossing a circular orbit of radius r M and motion in the circular orbit at the crossing point, km/s Δv A = near-Earth object-relative spacecraft arrival speed, km/s Δv D = near-Earth object-relative spacecraft departure speed, km/s Δv TNI = trans-near-Earth object injection change-in-velocity magnitude required to depart a circular Earth parking orbit of radius r EPO and achieve v HE , km/s δ = near-Earth object geocentric true declination, deg δ D = spacecraft Earth departure hyperbolic escape asymptote true declination, deg δ R = spacecraft Earth return hyperbolic approach asymptote true declination, deg requested a survey of known asteroids be conducted with the objective of identifying nearEarth objects (NEOs) accessible for anticipated human exploration capabilities beyond low-Earth orbit (LEO). This research into NEO accessibility is associated with the HSFPC's flexible path exploration strategy option [1] . The flexible path avoids transporting humans to any near-term exploration destination deep inside an extraterrestrial gravity well, such as the surfaces of the Moon or Mars. Instead, human exploration destinations beyond LEO are initially limited to lunar orbit, libration points in the Earth/Moon or Sun/Earth systems, NEOs, and eventually Mars orbit. After human transport technology and infrastructure have advanced sufficiently beyond LEO, capabilities to land on destinations such as the Moon and Mars are anticipated. Pending those milestones, NEOs will be the primary extraterrestrial surfaces with which humans will directly interact on the flexible path. Under NASA's Constellation Program, research into the motivation, techniques, and capabilities supporting NEO exploration had been conducted in 2006 [2] , but a methodical survey of accessible NEOs was not within that effort's scope.
The HSFPC-motivated survey of known asteroids identifies accessible NEO destinations through a progressive sequence of stages as follows. These stages are further documented in subsequent sections, together with summaries of their results when applied to a June 2009 survey of the small-body database (SBDB) maintained by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Public access to the SBDB and its associated ephemerides is documented by [3] and is facilitated using JPL's HORIZONS online ephemeris system. ** Stage 1 filters the SBDB based on heliocentric semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, and ecliptic inclination i. Accessibility threshold values for these orbit elements are driven by optimistic launch vehicle performance assumptions intended to leave no viable NEO destination excluded. Stage 2 uses JPL-maintained ephemerides and searches the time interval from 2020 through 2050 for sufficiently close and predictable encounters between Earth and each NEO identified as potentially accessible by the Stage 1 SBDB filter. Beyond-LEO human mission duration is assumed to be less than a year, due to foreseeable spaceflight technology and residual crew health risks. Each viable human mission to a NEO destination from 2020 through 2050 will therefore fall in the time frame of the corresponding Earth encounter. Stage 3 assumes unperturbed (conic) heliocentric motion and designs optimized round-trip trajectories from Earth, loitering a minimum of 10 days at a NEO destination. Each mission is conducted in a time frame identified by Stage 2 for a Stage 1 NEO. Accessibility assessments for each NEO mission opportunity are then based on associated trajectory design parameters.
II. Stage 1: Small-Body Database Filter
An initial criterion with which to filter the current SBDB is launch vehicle Earth escape performance. In obtaining this specification, the strategy is to overestimate ultimately achievable Earth-departure propulsive performance such that some exploration destinations accepted by the In the context of permissive filtering criteria based on optimistic propulsive performance, it should be noted the filter is not a substitute for detailed mission analysis applied to a specific NEO destination during a specific time frame. The following disclaimers will apply to destinations deemed accessible by the Stage 1 filtration process.
Disclaimer 1: none of the filter criteria deal with mission duration. In general, shorter transit times between the Earth and a NEO destination will require greater propulsive capability from both the launch vehicle and the spacecraft. Consequently, a viable NEO destination according to the filter may prove to be inaccessible when actual trajectory designs are computed for which the transit times comply with human mission duration limits.
Disclaimer 2: none of the filter criteria deal with launch vehicle performance losses imposed by EPO equatorial inclination requirements. In general, v HE or EDS-injected payload mass will be reduced if EPO equatorial inclination cannot be designed near 28.5°. Although a NEO destination's i may be small, the mission trajectory's |δ D | may be large because the NEO can attain large |δ| near Earth. Furthermore, large |δ| NEO geometry is likely to arise. As observed in Disclaimer 1, only sufficiently close Earth approaches are compatible with sufficiently short human-mission transits. The lowest possible EPO inclination supporting a coplanar TNI is equivalent to |δ D | ( [5] , Fig. 6 .17).
Because Ares V is far from operational, the relationship between the EDS-injected payload mass and C3 or v HE is subject to appreciable revision. The The C3 X capability initially defines an annular region in the ecliptic plane for which the reference heliocentric radius r M is 1 astronomical unit (AU). Circular orbit speed at r M is v M .
The annulus inner radius r P is computed assuming C3 X is applied as a retrograde Earth departure impulse. Now consider a NEO orbit with cataloged heliocentric semi-major axis a and eccentricity e. Effective Earth/NEO heliocentric velocity difference magnitude Δv is to be computed by assuming a close approach between the two orbits, facilitating sufficiently short human mission transit times. This process begins by determining the NEO orbit's semi-latus rectum.
The polar equation for conic sections then leads to trigonometric expressions for true anomaly ν when the NEO's heliocentric distance is r M . For purposes of Δv computation, ν is confined to quadrants 1 and 2.
The component of NEO heliocentric radial velocity at heliocentric distance r M arises from the time derivative of the polar equation for conic sections.
The component of NEO heliocentric tangential velocity at heliocentric distance r M arises from the time derivative of the scalar relationship between ν and angular momentum.
Spacecraft heliocentric speed in the ecliptic plane at Earth departure is determined by the foregoing components.
Assuming Earth's heliocentric orbit is circular with radius r M , Δv can then be computed.
In cases where | cos ν | > 1 in Eq. (2), r M is not intermediate to the NEO orbit's apses. For these instances, e is ignored, Eq. (8) replaces Eq. (6), and Eq. (9) replaces Eq. (7). 7
The residual C3 X -Δv 2 approximates surplus launch energy available to attain the NEO orbit plane. Assuming this residual is positive, the maximum attainable heliocentric inclination i X can be estimated.
With this formulaic background documented, filter processing and logic are summarized using the following procedural steps.
Step 1: specific to a NEO destination candidate being filtered, fetch heliocentric semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, and ecliptic inclination i from JPL's SBDB. Proceed to Step 2.
Step 2: if a P < a < a A , proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, this NEO is rejected and Step 1 may be performed for another candidate.
Step 3: if a < r M and e < e P or if a ≥ r M and e < e A , proceed to Step 4. Otherwise, this NEO is rejected and Step 1 may be performed for another candidate.
Step 4: compute p from Eq. (1) and cos ν from Eq. (2). If | cos ν | > 1, compute Δv from Eqs. (8) and (9). Otherwise, compute Δv with Eqs. (3-7) . Proceed to Step 5.
Step 5: if Δv 2 < C3 X , proceed to Step 6. Otherwise, i X € ≡ 0, this NEO is rejected, and Step 1 may be performed for another candidate.
Step 6: compute i X from Eq. (10). If i < i X , this NEO is accepted as a viable destination. Otherwise, it is rejected. Step 1 may be performed for another candidate. Table 1 contains numeric filtering examples applied to current NEO element sets obtained from JPL's HORIZONS ephemeris system. Any red value is cause for rejection as a viable destination, while a green value signifies a passed criterion necessary for acceptance as a viable NEO destination. Thus, 2000 SG 344 and 1999 AO 10 are the only viable destinations in Table 1 . Because i X is a computed filter criterion, Table 1 i X values have no coloration and are included for comparison with corresponding i values. In shaded Table 1 cases, where i X = 0 per filter Step 5, it is then possible to assess i according to filter Step 6 and color its value accordingly. Given that Step 5 has already rejected a NEO with i X = 0, assessing i in such cases is purely for reference purposes. In June 2009, JPL used foregoing computations and logic to filter the current SBDB for viable destinations. Table 2 summarizes the three-dozen NEOs identified by this process in order of decreasing diameter. Estimated NEO diameters appearing in Table 2 and throughout this paper are based on absolute magnitude and assume a geometric albedo of 0.15. These diameters may therefore be in error by a factor typically ranging from 0.5 to 2. Computation refinements to filter criteria since June 2009, as documented herein, find 1998 HG 49 Table 2 values produce i X = 4.110°. Although 1998 HG 49 is rejected in accord with filter Step 6, it is retained as a viable human exploration destination throughout this paper because it was reported as such to the HSFPC. Its Stage 3 assessment also serves to illustrate mission design characteristics from targeting a marginally inaccessible NEO with respect to Stage 1 criteria. 
III. Stage 2: Destination Near-Earth Object Encounters with Earth
As noted in Section II's SBDB filter Disclaimer 1, otherwise viable NEO destinations may never approach Earth closely enough to permit sufficiently short round-trip mission duration ΔT < 365 days. Section IV documents experience with planning practical round trips to NEOs 9 appearing in Table 2 . This experience indicates the NEO destination must approach Earth within ~0.1 AU as a necessary condition leading to sufficiently brief ΔT. Because a NEO's encounter epoch with Earth falls in the time frame of any practical mission, this epoch serves to initiate a more detailed Stage 3 mission design.
Stage 2 performs a JPL HORIZONS search for Earth encounters within ~0.1 AU for each Table 2 destination over the time interval from 2020 through 2050. Table 3 summarizes results from these searches, with encounters listed according to decreasing NEO diameter. A subset of Table 2 NEOs has no Earth encounters reportable by HORIZONS. These NEOs are cited in Table 3 with blank cells corresponding to encounter-specific data.
It should be noted that any Table 3 encounter prediction could be affected by unknown systematic biases in the small number (<< 150) of astrometric measurements currently available for any of the referenced NEOs. Prediction uncertainty associated with any NEO destination would be improved by additional astrometric measurements, including data obtained from planetary radar and robotic spacecraft. The fourth column in Table 3 indicates whether or not an encounter search by HORIZONS is aborted before the requested search interval's end on 1 January 2051. An abort is triggered when linearly propagated 3σ uncertainty in NEO position/velocity equates to an encounter epoch uncertainty exceeding ±10 days. Consequently, a "Yes" in this column indicates reported encounters may be inaccurate (particularly in later years), and other encounters leading to possible mission opportunities from 2020 through 2050 may be missing altogether. A "No" indicates higher confidence in finding and reporting all Earth encounters pertaining to a specific NEO from 2020 through 2050. Even if encounter date uncertainty is less than ±10 days, position uncertainty may extend over millions of kilometers. Earth are computed via general perturbations theory [7] as a convenience, minimizing data import labor. Heliocentric Earth position deviations between [3, 7] ephemerides are less than 300 km and are of negligible consequence in this context because associated Lambert solutions completely ignore Earth gravity. To ensure reasonably brief transit times for each mission leg compatible with human endurance, LBCs are constrained such that only short way (type I) trajectory solutions spanning less than a 180° heliocentric transfer angle are produced. Pork-chop charts (PCCs) are the primary aid in selecting optimal departure and arrival dates for outbound and return trajectory legs. A PCC is an array of values, with each element corresponding to a unique Lambert heliocentric trajectory solution. Each column in a PCC array is dedicated to a departure date, and each row is dedicated to an arrival date. Priority 1: minimize Δv A and Δv D at the expense of v HE as necessary. Following launch into an EPO of unknown geocentric radius r EPO , three propulsive impulses are assumed for the mission. The TNI impulse Δv TNI occurs in the EPO using relatively efficient cryogenic propellant. If r EPO is known, Δv TNI can be computed from a PCC's v HE value as follows.
The final two impulses occur at NEO arrival and departure (Earth return braking is assumed to be through atmospheric friction) using relatively inefficient but storable hypergolic propellant. Assuming a Florida launch into a posigrade EPO, |δ D | > 28.5° will impose a performance loss in achieving EPO. At |δ D | > 57°, additional launch performance losses are likely to be imposed by range safety constraints. Any of these losses will reduce the EDS propellant available to perform TNI for a given spacecraft payload mass at a given r EPO . Effectively zero priority is given to minimizing |δ R | because it imposes no propulsive cost.
Priority 3: maintain round-trip mission duration ΔT at less than a year. This constraint addresses crew microgravity and radiation exposure concerns, but it may require considerable modification as the means to mitigate these concerns are developed. Although a low priority constraint in this list, sufficiently short ΔT is actually enforced by Stage 1's SBDB filter and by previously noted LBCs confining trajectory solutions to less than a 180° heliocentric transfer angle. Thus, missions with small v HE , Δv A , and Δv D values naturally tend to possess sufficiently short ΔT values.
As an illustration of optimized NEO human mission trajectory designs using data from Section III, consider In arriving at optimal dates from the ensuing PCC data, two conflicting trends must be resolved. The primary conflict arises between Δv A and Δv D values in Figures 4 and 5 , where minimal Δv D in Figure 5 is obtained for 1999 AO 10 departure dates well before Figure 4 To summarize, PCC data in Figures 2-5 facilitate an optimized human-mission trajectory design, with major events listed in Table 4 . Outbound and return legs of the optimized 1999 AO 10 trajectory are plotted heliocentrically in Figure 6 and geocentrically in Figure 7 . Table 3 Earth encounters with accessible NEO destinations. Results from these trajectory designs are summarized in Table 5 .
The sum Δv A + Δv D for each of the 20 Table 5 missions is plotted in Figure 8 against the associated NEO/Earth encounter's r MIN from Table 3 . A correlation between these two variables is evident, such that all Figure 8 Figure 8 . Although this mission's Δv A + Δv D is competitive with those pertaining to the two 1996 XB 27 missions, its v EI is more than 0.4 km/s greater than that of either 1996 XB 27 mission and is the largest such value in Table 5 . Table 5 missions V. Conclusions A three-stage survey process to identify and assess human NEO mission prospects has been documented and applied to JPL's current SBDB in the context of anticipated human exploration capabilities beyond LEO. No less than 36 potentially accessible human mission destinations were culled from the SBDB in June 2009. Over the interval from 2020 to 2050, these destinations give rise to at least 58 potential mission opportunities coinciding with NEO encounters closer than 0.1 AU from Earth. Of these opportunities, half a dozen require storable propulsive capability at the NEO destination less than the 3 km/s change-in-velocity assumed as an initial accessibility criterion. If this capability is augmented, viable mission opportunities proliferate dramatically. As the SBDB is populated with an order of magnitude more NEOs in the coming decades, opportunities using any exploration capability appreciably beyond that achieved during the Apollo Program will increase by at least a factor of 10.
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